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Introduction WHITE PAPER

Flokispin ($FKS) is a blockchain-based decentralized gaming 

platform on the Ethereum chain that allows users to earn more $FKS 

tokens for playing a spinning wheel. Based on blockchain 

technology, our development team has developed a unique solution 

that allows anyone to earn $FKS tokens without requiring technical 

knowledge.

The spin mechanism increases the potential rewards earned over 

time by introducing an element of chance into the equation. It also 

reduces the risk of minting new tokens and reduces the chance of a 

person receiving the same number of tokens multiple times. A user of 

the platform plays the Flokispin game by spinning a wheel to win 

more tokens.

As the spin mechanism works similarly to a lottery, there is no 

guaranteed outcome every time the wheel is spun. The $FKS tokens 

would be tradable on Uniswap and other centralized exchanges to 

allow users the flexibility to choose how they want to spend their 

winnings.
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Our Mission WHITE PAPER

Our goal is to introduce a fun new way to earn crypto tokens and encourage 

new users to join the blockchain community. We believe that by introducing a 

fun and easy way of earning cryptocurrency, we can help to expand the 

adoption of blockchain technology among the general public.

We have also implemented measures to ensure that the tokens earned 

through spin are not subject to manipulation and can be used to trade or sell at 

market price without any restriction. We offer a high level of security to protect 

the interests of our users and we conduct regular audits to ensure that our 

processes meet the highest industry standards.

We included a referral feature in the Dapp that allows anyone to refer their 

friends and earn $FKS tokens from their friend’s spin play. We believe in 

building a solid community of loyal supporters. As a reward for being a loyal 

supporter, we reward our community with up to 10% cashback in $FKS tokens 

used to play by those they referred. Anyone who refers more people also gets 

an increased amount of cashback in their referral earnings.

Flokispin ($FKS) is designed to be 100% fair and transparent because it’s 

decentralized no one has full control over it, so the price of FlokiSpin can not 

be manipulated. it is a game that benefits both players and businesses alike 

while rewarding loyalty at the same time.
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Why Flokispin WHITE PAPER

We implemented an element of chance into Defi to reward the community. It 

works more like a lottery. We are pretty sure that this is a new concept in web3. 

Our basic idea is to create a gamify mechanism that is fun and easy through a 

decentralized platform where everyone can earn rewards by spinning the 

wheel.

The problem we are trying to solve is quite basic. Over the year, we noticed 

how cryptocurrency adoption has grown with a large technological advance 

but despite the large adoption only 40% or less of the world population has 

adopted cryptocurrency completely. A few numbers of the remaining 60% 

might be finding it difficult to understand the concept of cryptocurrency, or 

some might regard it as a Ponzi scheme.

We are bridging this gap by integrating a mechanism that is related to both 

web2 and web3 and picking new adopters up with a concept they can easily 

understand which we keep developing our phase 2 roadmap is to introduce 

our NFT called the Flokispin SKOL NFTs where our users would be able to 

gain access to unlimted spin on the spin Dapp without using their $FKS 

tokens to spin. With our SKOL NFT, you do not need any $FKS tokens to play 

the spin game, you can also use the Flokispin SKOL NFTs to play spin and 

earn more tokens.
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Usecases
WHITE PAPER

1 Community Driven
The Flokispin 100% community driven, we 

would keep growing the community 

organically to achieve a community of true 

vikings in order to sail smoothly.

The community is the heart and soul of 

Flokispin.

2 Huge Burn Mechanism
The spin is designed to acquire $FKS tokens 

used to play spin, where 50% of the daily 

spin tokens accrued in the daily spin vault is 

burnt, and the other 50% is transferrd to the 

spin vault for reward and long sustainability.

The burn is done every 24hrs

3 Liquidty Pool Regeneration
A certain percentage (2%) from buy and sell 

tax is use to pair BNB to generate LP token in 

order to increase the initial liquidity pool on 

launch

Flokispin users and holders will be long 

term benefactors of the pool as the price 

increases overtime.

(core values)
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How Does this
Mechanism Works? WHITE PAPER

To play the spin game you need to buy some FKS tokens from Uniswap. The player 

places a preferred amount of their $FKS tokens to play spin, which can result in 

doubling (2x) the amount depending on the outcome of the spin. The outcome is 

100% random. The spin result is multiplied by the amount of $FKS tokens a player 

uses to play.

Then the reward is distributed to the player. The spin protocol is designed to have 

two spin vaults which are the daily spin vault and the regular spin vault. The daily 

spin vault receives all the FKS tokens used to spin within 24 hours, then in the 

process of sending rewards to players which happens every 24 hours, 50% of the 

tokens in the daily spin vault are burnt and the remaining 50% is sent to the regular 

spin vault for spin rewards.

So from the client side, all you have to do is buy some FKS tokens, connect your 

wallet to the Dapp, enter the amount you want to use to play, and then click spin. 

After your transaction is approved by Metamask and it's successful, the wheel is 

triggered and you would see your result. You can also head over to your dashboard 

to see your balance and spin history.

What makes us different from our competitors is that we are not only focused on the 

development of the token, but we also integrated it with our utility. With Flokispin, 

we aim to provide our users with one of the best utilities in the crypto space. In the 

long run, we plan to implement the Flokispin SKOL NFT, which gives users the 

ability to spin without the use of their tokens, in this case, the tokens you earned 

would serve as a bonus for playing the games. So, depending on the rarity of your 

SKOL NFTs would determine the number of times you can spin in a day.
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Tokenomics WHITE PAPER

Liquidity: 29% of the total supply

Buy and Sell Taxes

Autoliq
2%

Patnership Spin Vault
2% 2%

(6%)
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Total Supply of 100,000,000 $FKS

Staking
6% of Total Supply

(6,000,000 $FKS)

Community Airdrop
3% of Total Supply

(3,000,000 $FKS)

Marketing
5% of Total Supply

(5,000,000 $FKS)

Liquidity
29% of Total Supply

(29,000,000 $FKS)

Private Deal & Presale
50% of Total Supply

(50,000,000 $FKS)

(Softcap at 20 ETH)

CEX Listing
7% of Total Supply

(7,000,000 $FKS)
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Roadmap WHITE PAPER

Feb 4th, 2023

Flokispin is Launched
Flokispin smart contract was 
deployed and stealth launched on 
pancakeswap

Feb 11th, 2023

Flokispin Dapp is Live
Flokispin's full functional Spin and 
Win Dapp goes live.

Feb 12th, 2023

First Spin and Win Reward Distributed

Flokispin's full functional Spin and 
Win Dapp goes live. Mid-March,  2023

Trade Extension
Flokispin launch on Uniswap

May 10th,  2023

NFT Development
Flokispin NFT (Skol) June,  2023

V2 Marketing
Flokispin v2 marketing

TBA

Phase two
Flokispin phase 2 developemnt
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Meet The Team WHITE PAPER

BIG MIKE
Lead Dev | COO

FINN
Marketing Lead

R ZEUS
Designer

Voss
Contributor (Dev)

Zang WEI
Contributor (Mkt.)
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Partnership WHITE PAPER
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Links WHITE PAPER

If you are interested in learning more about the $FKS token 
and the spin mechanism, please use any of the links below to 

reach out to us

flokispin t.me/flokispinp

www.flokispin.com
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Appreciation WHITE PAPER
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Thank you
for reading


